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Letters Editorial

HUNTING IN SNOW?
For several years now I have been con-

ducting a persistent, but rather low-key
campaign to rescind the prohibition against

hunting quail in the snow, for reasons I will

n(jt enumerate here. But imagine my conster-

nation when I saw your article, "Point of

Honor," by Charles D. Bays in the March
issue of your magazine, which includes an
illustration of hunting in the snow! The
article itself was excellent, but it obviously
pertained to training quail dogs. In the

future please be more careful in choosing
your illustrations.

Kormit D. Heel

Charlottesville

We were not careless in choosing thu

photograph you mention, as your letter

suggests. We took note that it porfraycci a

(fuail hunter in land that was partuiUy
covered by snow, ond checked with our law
enforcement division about the photo. We
were told that this would be a situation in

which a gome warden wouid have to make
bis or her own judgement, since there is only
partial (and we felt, minima/) snow covf.T.

We are sorry if this is confusing, but often

the law is just not as "cut and dried" as we
might like it to be. and law enforcement
officers have to maki; ludgenKjnl calls based
on the particular circumstances at hand.
/.ik(;wise. Iciw-obiding citizens have tothmk
about the intent of the law as well as the

letter of the law when making such decisions
as whether to hunt unc/er circumstances like

those in question.— Assistant Editor

REQUEST FULHLLED
Each year, various types of field trials are

held all over Virginia. Why not attend some
of these to collect material for some articles?

There's a large interest it seems, and I'm
sure a lot of Virginia Wildlife subscribers
attend them and would like to see some of

your staff there also.

Thank you for an excellent magazine.

Hay Yowell
Stevensburg

See page 1 7 for an article on bird dog field

trials. Thanks for the invitation, but the
magazine staff rarely has the hi.xury of going
"on location" for a story—we count on able
free-lance writers /ike Randall Shank to do
(he stories for us. As you will read in his

article, however, game wardens are often m
attendance at these events to represent the
Came Commission— Assistant Editor

BOATING COURTESY
Water means freedom to many boaters. Abusing that freedom

prevents shoreline property owners and other boaters from enjoying

the peacefulness of open water and beaches. It also creates a need

for more restrictive laws.

Boaters must respect the rights of shoreline property owners.

These rights vary depending on movement of the water level.

Generally, property rights extend to the water's edge.

Noise carries farther on water, especially at night. When
anchoring off a waterfront home, keep voices down, play music low
and leave with a minimum of noise. Be sure to consider winds,

waves and tides. Don't anchor where the boat might drift too close

to shore or to other boats.

Water pollution laws prohibit throwing or discharging refuse

into the water. Carry a litter bag on the boat. Don't throw any

garbage overboard for someone else to pick up.

High speed boating is dangerous in restricted or congested areas.

The skipper is responsible for spotting and avoiding swimmers and
slow moving vessels. This is also important when picking up or

dropping off water skiers.

High speeds can produce high wakes. Boaters are responsible for

damage caused by their wakes to other vessels or to shorelines.

Slow down and watch your wake when approaching congested

areas or small boats with low transoms.

Passengers should respect the skipper's wishes when onboard.

He is responsible for everyone's safety. He must be alert at all times.

Wear rubber-soled shoes when onboard to prevent falls and to not

scratch decks.

The skipper should make sure one of his passengers knows how
to handle the boat. He may need someone to take over if he's injured

or falls overboard.

A good skipper knows the rules and courtesies of the water. He
makes sure that neither he nor any of his passengers abuses them.

He uses caution and consideration when mixing noise, speed and
smoke with the gentle, refreshing and relaxing life on the water.

June 7-12 is National Safe Boating Week, a good time for boaters

to examine their behavior and be sure it meets the high standards

they expect of other boaters. D
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Rapidan Reverie:
Pure Angling
Something in us knoius tine water

as our primeval home.
by Pete tilkins VIRGINIA WILDLIFE



Water is an attractive thing. It's not just the fish surely,

or why would there be what Melville described as

"...thousands of mortal men fixed in ocean reveries." No, it's

something much more, something in our blood that knows
the water as its primeval home.

Sea water is a weighty thing filled with the bones of the

ages. Stream water is time flowing in the present, rich with
the trout of our imagination.

The river was a large stream running blue over a rock bed.

As we climbed, the river's sound grew until, as we entered
the "Fish For Fun" area of the Shenandoah National Park, its

vibrations filled the forest like the rush of air through
woodwinds.
Deep in the shadowed pools finned emerald green spirits

with precise red dots circled by powder blue. When the light

was kind, the trout could be seen from above as long, green
forms with extended pectorals glowing reddish orange in

juxtaposition to the fin's white border.

Later in the morning, I crawled, flyrod forgotten, along the

top of a boulder. 1 sprawled, my eyes inches above the water
and watched an exquisite brookie close to the surface below
me. The trout either didn't know I was there, or he knew I

was only a sometime angler lost in a moment's reverie.

The moment stretched, then disappeared until there was
only the trout suspended below and the sound of the stream.

I knew the joy of timelessness while I became part of the

boulder and the water, feeling the trout turn slightly to face

into the current, bubbles sliding along the cadmium flanks,

past the vermiculated dorsal, then nudging the surface ten-

sion of the stream.

The trout turned slowly, and I disappeared in the cobalt

underside of my boulder. 1 shook, almost as a dog from the

water, and reassumed my role as an angler. On the Rapidan,
that role was a satisfying one. Although there were only a

few caddis flies hatching, the trout were willing to accept

dry flies.

With my usual errant intuition, I had begun the day with a

size 16 streamerette to imitate a fingerline brook trout. The
morning seemed to cold for surface action. After an hour of

pleasant but unprofitable casting, a change of flies was in

order.

Had I been fishing in the hurley-burley world of large-

mouth bass, I would probably have already rushed through
a dozen lures. Yet there on the Rapidan, the simple ritual of

careful casting was enough.

Amid the leaves on the trees, the flyline must weave a

subtle back path, carefully straightening in an unrolling

orange flicker. Then still an instant in the narrow passage
between reaching limbs, before pushing forward again to

straighten a foot over the water, causing the 10-foot leader to

extend like a single windblown strand of spiderweb. The fly

would drop gently to the surface to float a foot or less until

the confused current induced trout-warning drag.

After the streamerette produced nothing, a No. 14 March
Brown nymph swirled in larval abandon through the deep
pools with equally disappointing results. The illuminating
pool was in sight. It was the largest pool yet. Approached
from downstream, it was darkly shadowed on its right half

where the bank rose steeply up to the gravel road. Hemlocks
anchored the precipitous rise. On the left, at the head of the
pool, the water pushed heavily past two purple-gray
boulders. Once through this narrow passage, the water
deepened as the pool widened until, at its widest point, it

was some 40 feet in diameter. Another large boulder par-
tially blocked the tail of the pool just above where I

crouched.
Using the boulder as cover, I crawled closer to the dark

waters. A minute dimpling bulge 15 feet above made the

decision for me. I replaced the nymph with a No. 16 Royal
Coachman dry. After clipping the barb off the hook, I

slipped my line from the reel. Vowing to do things properly,

I chose to work my way through the pool with a series of

overlapping casts, beginning with short throws near the

boulder to avoid lining already-wary trout.

The weight forward line reached back in a short backcast,

then lengthened as I fed additional line in response to the tug
of the unrolling line. I pushed the rod forward, then applied
the short hammering wrist stroke that carried the line out

above the tail of the pool.

Like a lilliputian spinnaker, the Coachman's white wing
sailed back toward me. When drag set in, I made a quick
rollcast pickup and cast again. It was still a short cast, but
closer to the steep bank. A shadow moved in the black
water. Almost as an afterthought, I raised the rod tip as the

brookie struck in a flashing burst of orange, green and
white.

The initial fight was short as I hurried the trout over the

ledge of the pool and down into the fast water at my feet.

There would be more trout in the pool above. Soon the little

trout tired and I slid him softly toward my outstretched

hand. Not wishing to touch him lest I cause injury, I simply
grasped the fly, twisted slightly and the native brookie was
free.

He rested a moment in the eddy created by my waders.
Viewed from directly overhead, the extended pe£torals

looked like a magnificent scarlet butterfly trimmed in china
white. I took silent issue with those who define white as the

absence of color. Those definers have never examined a

native brook trout during an October morning in the She-
nandoah Valley.

I turned again to the pool after watching the rejuvenated
trout dart into deeper water. As I hoped, the remaining trout

were undisturbed. The next one rose to the Coachman so

violently that his strike carried him clear of the water.

Mankind's oldest prayer instantly came to my lips as I

watched the brookie frozen in mid-air: last forever! But the

trout fell in a sudden retightening of the flyrod, and I was left

with only the etching.

Before the morning ended, we caught more trout, all care-

fully returned to the water. They were all the same, yet they
were all different in the way that anglers view their simple
pursuit. The brookies were reality with cold flanks and
glistening dorsals.

"Pure" is a word calculated to create dissension in angling

ranks. Some anglers would translate "pure" as "snob," but

such translations only reveal a lack of understanding. Bass
fishing in larger lakes is not "pure" angling, as much as I dote

on brawling largemouth. In fact, most of my personal
angling efforts are directed toward the Micropterus big-

mouthed clan, but that doesn't alter the fact that it isn't pure
angling.

Pure angling requires an environment of great natural

beauty, few if any other anglers, and a totally noncompe-
titve fishing style where the actual catching of fish is of no
great significance. In most forms of angling, the angler

imposes himself upon the fish and its habitat.

Along the Rapidan and other native streams, anglers

must subjugate themselves to the habitat and the fish in that

order. Throw in a rich measure of tradition and ritual, and
the angling becomes pure angling. Few anglers, and cer-

tainly not this one, would be willing to throw aside their

bass rods for light flyrods and nine-inch fish, but after a

morning's reverie on the Rapidan, I understand those few
who have done so. D
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by Robert Lochmiller

Unwelcome Guests
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The cowbird leaves her eggs in

the nearest nest without regard
for the reluctant foster parents

Within the bird kingdom, no bird is as free-living as

the brown-headed cowbird. Since it belongs to the

family of orioles and blackbirds, it is overlooked by many
who think it is just another blackbird. Cowbirds often flock

and forage along with other black birds such as starlings

and red-winged blackbirds during the winter months, so it

is understandably overlooked. However, closer examina-
tion of the cowbird reveals rather distinctive coloration. The
male is lustrous black with a lustrous brown head and neck.

The female has the dull coloration characteristic of her sex

in the animal kingdom: she is brownish-gray, with slightly

darker markings on the wing and tail.

The brown-headed cowbird breeds from Canada to Vir-

ginia and winters regularly north to Maryland, Texas, and
California. Its characteristic habits have earned it a number
of names, including the cow blackbird, cow bunting, lazy

bird, and tick bird.

The brown-headed cowbird's breeding behavior is unique
among birds. Cowbirds are free lovers (promiscuous).
During the breeding season, they possess no strong marital

bonds like many other bird species. Courtship behavior is

brief and to the point. The male cowbird erects his feathers

so that he appears all puffed up and proceeds to strut about
with his tail feathers spread and wings dropping and partly

extended. While these various contortions are taking place

he seems to make rather laborious attempts at song. During
his excitement, the male often stretches his neck to its full

length with bill pointing upward to the sky.

The male cowbird often performs these courtship antics

before several females while at other times males are in the

majority. Sometimes a very popular female will have a

number of males courting her at the same time. Even with all

of this flaunting there seem to be very few aggressive
encounters between males or females, indicating their care-

free nature.

May and June is the beginning of the cowbird breeding
season in Virginia. As its scientific name implies, Molothrus
ater—"one who enters others' habitations unbidden," the

cowbird is a unique member of the North American avi-

fauna. Cowbirds are the only North American birds which
regularly lay eggs in the nests of others. Four or five white
eggs, lightly speckled with brown, are usually deposited by
a female one at a time in the nests of unsuspecting song-
birds. A pregnant cowbird desiring to rid herself of an egg
sneaks stealthily through woods and thickets searching for

an unguarded nest in which to deposit her egg. If unable to

find an unoccupied and unwatched cradle at the right

moment, she will sometimes deliver her offering on the

ground. Eggs are generally deposited in the nests of other
birds when the owner has already laid some of her own. The
cowbird will generally remove an egg from the nest and
replace it with one of hers. Many times the foster parents
refuse to adopt the cowbird egg and will abandon the nest.

Sometimes the foster mother will simply construct another
nest above the first one, frequently covering up some of her
own eggs.

A total of 216 species of birds are known to have been
parasitized by the cowbird. Of these birds, 139 species

became foster parents; the others were mere victims and
refused to adopt. Many birds seem to recognize the cowbird
as a potential enemy and are known as rejector species. The
gray catbird, American robin. Eastern kingbird, and bluejay

are known to reject cowbird eggs. Robins and catbirds will

destroy eggs laid in their nests, while chats abandon their

nests completely when they find cowbird eggs present.

Other species such as the red-winged blackbird. Eastern

phoebe, yellow warbler, red-eye vireo, prairie warbler, and
chipping sparrow are acceptor species. They will readily

adopt a cowbird egg and become foster parents. This is

rather unfortunate because once a nest has become para-

sitized by a cowbird, it usually marks the destruction of the

nest.

The cowbird's egg is usually much larger than those of the

foster mother and is commonly thought to be deposited

in the center of the nest. Cowbird eggs will usually hatch
before the others in the nest and the young cowbirds usually

grow faster than the other chicks. These traits allow the

cowbird to monopolize the nest and receive the majority of

the food and attention from the foster parents. The young
cowbirds frequently crowd and dislodge the weaker and
smaller rightful occupants from the nest. This allows the

cowbird to receive full attention. It is not uncommon to see a

small warbler feeding and caring for a cowbird twice its

size, often appearing to be in danger of being swallowed.
No species of bird seems to go overlooked by the brown-

headed cowbird. Their eggs have been found in the nests of

such unusual birds as the Virginia rail, killdeer, and even the

spotted-sandpiper. However, this way of life is certainly

unsuitable for a young cowbird.

In about seven days the youngster is strong enough to

leave the nest, and in a few more days, will make attempts to

fly. Once the young cowbird is able to shift for itself, it

abandons the foster parents and joins a flock of its own
species. By September flocks of cowbirds begin to move
southward; they often join flocks of other blackbirds such as

starlings and red-winged blackbirds.

In recent years, the brown-headed cowbird has been
expanding its range. The biological consequences of such an
expansion into a new area by a brood parasite such as the

cowbird are numerous. The impact the cowbird has on other

birds is readily demonstrated with the endangered Kirt-

land's warbler of the Great Lakes Region. Rates of cowbird
parasitism of 55 percent have been reported for Kirtland's

warbler. The Eastern phoebe which is a common breeding

bird of Virginia often suffers devastating losses from cow-
bird parasitism because cowbirds usually hatch four to six

days before the phoebes. Red-eye vireos also suffer many
losses due to brood parasitism. There are several instances

where vireos continue to incubate a nest of only cowbird
eggs.

Cowbirds have the habit of following cattle in pastures,

picking up insects which are disturbed. They will at times

mount the backs of cattle to rid the animals of their ectopa-

rasitic loads. This, of course, is the reason for its deceptive

name. Before the introduction of cattle into North America,
cowbirds followed the roaming buffalo herds of the plains

and were known as buffalo birds. It has been suggested that

cowbirds became parasitic because they followed these rov-

ing herds of bison and hence had no time to stop to nest.

Whether this explanation is actually true remains to be seen.

It could very well be that the cowbird is just too lazy, or

better yet, too smart, to rear young of its own, especially

when it can get others to do it for her.
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WHERE
the Snakes Are

Three species of venomous snakes are found
in Virginia; know which ones are in your area

by Joseph C. Mitchell and William H. Martin, III

The copperhead is

distributed throughout
Virginia; the map fright)

shows the distriDiition of

the cottonmouth. the timber
rattlesnake and the

canebrake rattlesnake.

fPholographs opposite

page]

1. Copperhead
2. Cottonmouth
3. Timber Rattlesnake

4. Canebrake Rattlesnake

known (ijstrihudod of

Known distribution oi
rastetn cottontvuiith

Known distributitm of
rnni'braUe rottle^iiaUe

Three species of venomous snakes are found in Virginia:

the copperhead, eastern cottonmouth and two subspecies

of rattlesnakes, the timber and canebrake. Each has its own
particular distribution pattern. You should become familiar

with them so you will know which of these species occurs in

your area. The distribution map indicates the known
distribution for the canebrake rattlesnake and eastern

cottonmouth. The copperhead's distribution is not depicted

on the map since it occurs statewide.

A snake's occurrence in an indicated area does not mean it

is found everywhere in that area. Each species is generally

restricted to certain types of habitats (see below). The only
one to be aware of around human habitation is the copper-
head, the least venomous of all North American venomous
snakes. Your chances of being bitten by one of these snakes
can be minimized by being careful where you place your
hands and feet; look first. Homeowners can make yards and
buildings unattractive to snakes by eliminating hiding pla-

8

ces for rodents and snakes and by closing crevices in rock

walls and foundations of buildings.

Each species injects venom through two movable, recurved

front fangs, one quarter to five eighths of an inch in length.

The venom is hemotoxic, that is, it destroys red blood cells.

It works slowly enough so that anyone who is bitten usually

has adequate time in which to get medical help. Only Virgi-

nia's venomous snakes have elliptical pupils (cat eyes), a pit

between the eye and nostril and a single roVv of scales under
the tail.

COPPERHEAD fAgkistrodon contortrix mokeson). Found
statewide, rare to absent in urban and agricultural areas.

Habitat: rocky, wooded hillsides; old fields; hedgerows;
sawdust and lumber piles; junk piles and trash heaps; old

barns and houses; orchards; anywhere mice are found.

Size: eight to 40 inches. Color: coppery-red head, chestnut-

red dish-brown hourglass pattern on light brown to gray to

pinkish-tan body. Juveniles with tip of tail sulfur yellow.

VIRGINIA WILDLIFE



Other names: highland moccasin, chunkhead, copperhead
moccasin, copperbelly.

EASTERN COTTONMOUTH fAgkistrodon piscivorusj.

Found in scattered localities in southeastern Virginia. Habi-

tat: swamps, banks of ditches containing slow moving
water, rivers and streams whose banks are heavily vege-

tated. Water may be fresh or brackish. Occasionally found
in ponds and lakes. Size: 10 to 48 inches. Color: olive to

brown to black with dark crossbands that may be indis-

tinct. Some individuals have yellowish sides between the

crossbands. Young with tip of tail sulfur yellow. Nonve-
nomous watersnakes are often mistaken for this species.

Other names: water moccasin, lowland moccasin, gapper,

water viper.

TIMBER RATTLESNAKE (CrotaJus horridus horridusj.

Found in mountainous areas of Virginia, but with a spotty

distribution due to destruction of habitat. Habitat: rocky,

wooded hills and mountains, especially areas of regrowth

following loggings or fire destruction. Moves from high

country in spring to lower mountain slopes. Size: 11 to 54

inches. Color: two primary phases. Yellow phase—black

crossbands on body color of yellow to gray, head yellow.

Black phase—similar crossbands on darker body, much of it

stippled with black or dark brown, head black. Young with
dark crossbands on grayish body. Other names: yellow
rattlesnake, black rattlesnake, bastard rattlesnake, velvet

tail, rock rattlesnake, black diamondback.

CANEBRAKE RATTLESNAKE fCrotaJus horridus atri-

caudatus). Found in southeast corner of Virginia. Habitat:

cane thickets, dense wooded lowlands away from human
habitation. Size: 11 to 60 inches. Color: Reddish stripe

down middle of back splits black chevrons in half on for-

ward part of the body, colored gray to pinkish brown. Other
names: swamp rattler, banded rattlesnake, timber rattle-

snake. This snake is in danger of extermination in Virginia

due to destruction of its habitat; few populations remain. D
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In YourOwn Backyard:
The Paintings of

Frances Cassell

^
Spring and early summer lead as oi/feioors to become
reacquainted ivitii our (jardens cuui the residents of our
backijards. Frances Cassell oj historic Yorktown is an auid
bird watcher and gardener who has been painting what
she sees for the past 23 years. We are pleased to share a
few examples of her work in the pages of Virginia Wilcllitc.





Don't Apologize
for Panfish

Bream fishing affords the
angler an ideal combination:

a good fight and a
seemingly endless supply

of his quany
by Richard Pauley

I held my breath as the tiny gold

spinner splashed into the James
River near a half-submerged
tree. I let the minute offering

settle and then began a slow,

steady retrieve, letting the river's

current turn the blade. Even
though it was early morning, I

could see the spinner in the clear

water, and I watched anxiously
for a strike.

I watched enviously as my father

and McCoy held bowed rods, and
soon both were stringing their first

bream of the morning. I had
become so involved in watching my
companions that I carelessly let my
spinner become tangled in the limbs

of the fallen tree. After a few hard
yanks, the lure pulled free, and after

checking for possible damage, I cast

again below the sunken oak.

The spinner had hardly touched the

water when an unseen fish grabbed it

and headed downstream. I held on and
applied as much pressure as the two-pound

test line would tolerate. I knew whatever I was
battling couldn't be a bream, but it didn't act like a

smallmouth either since there had been none of the

characteristic jumping. The fish continued to take line, so

I held on and bided my time.

I've got a good one," I bellowed.

VIRGINIA WILDLIFE



"What is it?" Randy questioned.

"I don't know yet," I replied. "But whatever it is, it's a nice

one." The still-unseen fish fought toward the center of the

river, and I slowly gained ground as he began to weaken. I

backed toward a level sand bar, hoping to beach the fish,

and then I saw if for the first time.

"Good gosh!" I screamed. "Come and see the biggest bream
in Botetourt County." My father yelled back something
about having his hands full, and at a glance I could see that

both he and Randy had another fish on.

I carefully eased the huge bream up on the sand bar, and
my mouth must have hung open as I studied the slab-sided

fish. The bream was probably less than a foot long but it

was nearly that wide, and would have probably weighed
well over a pound. I had never caught such a bream from the

James River, and I carefully strung it and headed back into

the water.

I knew the fishing had just begun, because when bream
are hitting you can usually catch them as long as you care to.

To most of the people who fish for these orange-breasted

characters, their great numbers and easiness to please is a

favorite characteristic.

We continued to wade and fish throughout the morning,

and by noon the three of us had strung nearly 50 fish, most
of them bream. When wading the James, we generally leave

our vehicle and walk a mile or so upstream before we even
start to fish. We then slowly work our way back down-
stream, fishing all of the water thoroughly. With a little luck,

we have all the bream we can carry by the time we reach our

vehicle, and usually have a few bass and pickerel as well.

This method is most enjoyable during late spring and
summer, when we can wet wade comfortably.

After eating several sandwiches, we lazed on the bank,

soaking up the June sun. Nobody wanted to make the first

move, but before long my father eased out into the river

toward an exposed outcropping of rock. He climbed up on

the flat rock and tied on a large spinner.

He began casting into the swirling waters below the rock,

but for a while nothing happened. Then suddenly he was
fast to a two-pound smallmouth that vented its rage by
coming completely out of the water, gills flaring and head
shaking. The bronze-sided fish fell heavily into the water,

and immediately re-appeared in a series of tail walking
leaps.

"Whoopee!" yelled Dad. "Look at him go!" He soon had the

bass by the lower jaw, and after unhooking and admiring it,

he carefully released it in the river.

Randy and I moved slightly downstream, while dad con-

tinued to fish from his rock. I tied on a small double-jointed

minnow, and cast into a foamy riffle. After a few turns of the

reel, a nice red-eye smacked my offering and did his best to

part my line. Randy caught a red-eye, too, and it seemed that

we had found a horde of the firey-eyed scrappers. And so it

went. We continued to catch fish all afternoon, keeping only

the nicest bream and red-eyes, which we consider the best

for the table. By late afternoon we had about 30 fish apiece,

although we had caught and released many more. Although
the majority of the fish weren't large by trophy standards,

they were numerous and had provided great sport on the

light outfits that we were using. Best of all, the little rascals

also make some of the best eating in the country when rolled

in corn meal and fried golden brown along with a mess of

hush puppies.

I first became addicted to pursuing panfish while chasing

bass, and more often than not I ran into far more of the pesky
critters than my intended quarry. Many were the days that I

cursed the luck of having to put up with the little devils, and
on bass tackle they weren't much of an angling challenge

anyway. The bass seemed to get scarcer and the bream were
always present. I soon became convinced that they could

breed faster than I could catch them.

I began looking for possible panfish tackle, and after a few
days I compiled an ultra-light spinning rod matched with a

Garcia 409 ultra-light reel, along with spools of two- and
four-pound line. Next to the bass tackle that I was used to,

the outfit felt like a toy. Figuring that I was in over my head,

I bought a dozen of the smallest spools and spinner availa-

ble, and made plans to embark on my new quest at the first

opportunity. Since I really wasn't too sure how things were
going to turn out, I decided to initiate my new tackle alone,

and the next Saturday morning again found me on the James
below Eagle Rock.

Upon reaching the first pool that I intended to fish, I

selected a 1/32-ounce Rooster Tail spinner. Hanging from
the two-pound test line, it looked ridiculous, but I was
determined to try. With as much confidence as I could

muster, I cast the tiny spinner upstream and began a slow
retrieve. There was no waiting or time for wondering,

because I had a bream on almost immediately. The little

eight-ounce cuss fought like he was in love, and I realized

that I was holding my breath as I listened to the drag of the

tiny reel give line. I held my rod high, wonderir>g if the

gossamer line could stand the pressure, and praying that the

fish wouldn't get off. Anyone watching would have thought

I had a four-pound smallmouth on rather than a bream,

because when at last the little fish tired and let me get my
hands on him, I clutched him to my chest in a bear that

prevented any chance of escape.

A whoop of elation echoed down the James that morning
as I strung that bream and it was to be only the first of many.
I just couldn't believe that a fish that I considered a nuisance

a few days before could actually put up such a battle, but

there was no denying it.

Upon returning home, I prepared the small fish by skin-

ning rather than scaling them, soaked them in a milk and egg

solution, rolled them in corn meal and had a supper that my
family won't soon forget. The fish were truly delicious, and
before the last one was devoured, I was already mentally

making plans to acquire more. Even my wife commented
that the platter of panfish made a much better meal than the

usual string of excuses that I often returned with after a bass

trip.

During the next few days I began recruiting companions

to share in my new-found wealth, but converts didn't come
easily. Even some of my best friends came up with lame

excuses once I started praising the virtues of bream and

light tackle. Friday evening came with prospects of another

sole trip looking probable. Finally my father agreed to go

with me, and the result was a repeat of my first encounter, a

great success and another panfish fan.

Since those formative days of learning to use ultra-light

tackle, I have introduced several people to the sport, but the

doubters remain. To tell the truth, I feel a little sorry for the

last group, but my greedy side is quite grateful at the same
time. I think most any fisherman would agree that catching

a fish on sporting tackle, and being able to have an unlimited

supply of the quarry at the same time would certainly create

a nearly ideal situation. To me, this is what bream and their

many close relatives offer, and I am proud to have made
their acquaintance when I did. Yes sir, I guess I've apolog-

ized my last time for catching panfish. D
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Wretched
Microso .
Beasties
The chigger is one of suituner^s

most un^velcome creatures

by Hilda Williams

Diane Grant

Several years ago my family and I ventured into the wilds

of Wyoming for a vacation. We had been warned about the

mosquitos and so were well equipped with long sleeves,

kerchiefs and such. As a further precaution we stopped at

an all-purpose country store— a combination of post office,

drugstore and hardware store— in Moose, to pick up some
insect repellent for those parts of the skin which couldn't be

covered. It occurred to me, as I was paying for the purchase,

that there was one vital piece of information I did not yet

have.

"Do you have chiggers?" I asked.

"Chiggers?" the clerk queried in a puzzled tone, reaching
for his inventory book to see if by chance the unfamiliar item
was listed there.

A snicker and then a loud guffaw arose from between two
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tall display stands, followed by a human head.

"I'm from Missouri," the head said, "and I know what
chiggers are. No, you don't have to worry; we don't have any
out here."

And that was the first time I realized that the whole earth

was not bedeviled by these fiendish pests.

Considering the widespread deployment of this pesky
creature and the misery it has caused untold generations of

Southerners, there has been surprisingly little written on the

subject. The few facts I have gleaned given below have been

checked with Dr. William Robinson of the VPI Cooperative

Extension Service who kindly supplied additional informa-

tion. The chigger, a microscopic red mite, is not an insect but

an arachnid— a cousin to spiders and ticks. In fact, it belongs

to the same order, Acorina, as the tick, one of the big differ-
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ences being its size. The chigger is an almost invisible .5

millimeter or less. Like most, if not all, arachnids it has no
jaw with which to chew its food, but is equipped instead
with a piercing appendage and an ability to secrete an
enzyme which will liquify the tissues of its prey. The result-

ing fluid can then be sucked up and ingested as food. Like all

arachnids, it has eight legs, except the chigger, in its larval

stage has only six. It is in this stage (larval) which is

ectoparasitic and attaches itself to the skin of the unsuspect-
ing hiker. It invariably seeks out the softest, most delicious

spot where it injects its digestive fluid, causing a small red
welt, and feasts contentedly until, engorged upon the dis-

solved tissues of its host, it falls off. While an especially

hungry chigger may feast for several weeks, the normal
amount of time for it to drink its fill is about 24 hours. The
injected chemical, however, may cause a reaction which can
last long after the larval chigger has dropped off, or been
scratched off. This reaction and the welt it causes have
given rise to the mistaken notion that the chigger embeds
itself in the skin. In reality it is attached only by its piercing

mouth part so that it may drop off to burrow into the soil,

molt and enter a complex nymph-hood which is mercifully

non-parasitic. In this stage the chigger may actually be
helpful as it feeds upon insect eggs and immature insects.

Three nymph stages later, it molts for the last time and the

adult chigger emerges. The female lays her eggs on the

ground and these hatch again into parasitic larvae which lie

in wait for a suitable meal ticket to pass by. They are not

choosy—almost any vertebrate will do. Snakes, birds, toads
and rodents have all been known to play hosts to chiggers.

While the usual effect of playing host to these creatures is

a week's worth of ever-increasing, agonizing itching, and a

frenetic, manic desire to scratch, super-human self-control

and a few home remedies usually bring an end to suffering.

Although the victim's enthusiasm for the great out-of-doors

may have diminished somewhat for the rest of the chigger

season, all is forgotten by the following spring. I have,

however, been witness to enough memorable cases for cau-

tion to temper my longing to plunge into the leafy depths of

Virginia's summer forest. My cousin, a New Englander,
used to more civilized nature, visiting in southside Virginia

for the first time, was so enchanted by glimpses of the

Bugg's Island Lake through the trees that she stepped out of

the car to get a better look. The results were catastrophic!

Being a Yankee, and therefore ignorant of such matters, she
scratched when those little red bumps appeared. Five days
and a full course of antibiotics later, the red streaks radia-

ting in dangerous directions had receded and only a mild
itching remained. She retreated to Connecticut where the

perils are of a more urban character and has not visited

Virginia since.

The worst case I have ever seen, however, was right

under my own nose. Some years ago we acquired a young,

headstrong but highly intelligent pointer. My husband,

eager to have him ready for bird season in the fall, took him
out in the field one lovely August day to see how his training

was progressing. The dog apparently performed beauti-

fully. My husband was pleased—that is until later, when in

the middle of the night, he turned on the light, climbed out of

bed, and began pacing the floor in the kind of frantic, unrea-

soning panic of a wild creature trapped for the first time.

"What on earth are you doing?" I asked, by this time tho-

roughly alarmed at his strange behavior. In answer, he

bared his chest, and there, covering the midriff section, were
thousands— I do not exaggerate—thousands of chigger

bites, a swaddling band of torture which no amount of

ointment or salve could assuage. Whether these were slow
feeding larvae or the total amount of digestive fluid was

more than the body could handle in a reasonable amount of

time, the welts lasted a full month, driving their poor victim

mad and his wife into the other bedroom.
In spite of these dire examples, however, I still have the

notion that one must rise above such things. One cannot

allow a mere chigger to stand in the way of a soul-satisfying

communing with Nature at its most glorious. My father,

who is of the old school and resists all modern medically-

related remedies, insists that a good dusting with sulfur is

sufficient to ward off even the hungriest chigger, and for

years has kept a bag of the stuff on the porch from May to

October. Whenever we felt inclined to an afternoon walk
through wooded paths, he would dust us thoroughly, and
my mother and I would brave the forest, swathed in a

yellow nimbus like goddesses of yore. More recently, I have
taken to spraying all clothing from the waist down with
insect repellent before we set out, and immediately immers-
ing myself in water up to my ears upon my return, hoping to

drown the critters before they become firmly entrenched.

This system works fairly well, provided one takes the added
precaution of avoiding tall grass and blackberry bushes, no
matter how laden with ripe, delicious blackberries they may
be. In the heart of Virginia, blackberries and chiggers go

together like love and marriage with far more predictable

results.

Having itched my way through many summers, it came
as a most welcome surprise that certain areas in the moun-
tains of Virginia above a certain altitude seem relatively free

of these pests. When we first started spending our summer
weekends in Nelson County near Montebello, we were told

that there were no chiggers there. While I would not want to

swear that this information is completely accurate (and

indeed the introduction of two or three ready-to-fall larvae

by some wandering host could change the picture rapidly),

we have tramped all over the area through grassy meadows
and leafy forests with nary a bite. I have even entered

blackberry thickets and picked to my heart's content with
nothing but the scratches to show for it. On the few occa-

sions when I have been plagued with a suspicious red spot, I

have decided it came from my backyard in Richmond which
is surrounded by woods. We have only to miss cutting the

grass one week before we are invaded by all sorts of micros-

copic wildlife.

My confidence in the safety of the Blue Ridge has been

recently shaken, however, by a friend who has a cabin on

the Augusta County side of the Parkway. Admittedly, she

has a magnetic attraction for pesky insects and could prob-

ably latch on to a chigger in the middle of a highway in a dry

spell. In April, even before the snow had melted, before the

leaves were out, she claims to have picked up a few. I think

she brought them from down below. She swears not. I can

only hope they do not find their way across the Parkway.
Her news was not all unwelcome, however. She has

discovered a new treatment. For years, I tried the fingernail

polish method on the theory that this would suffocate the

feeding larvae. Perhaps I did succeed in smothering the

creatures, but the welts always continued to itch. Then I

switched to Vicks which burned so much and smelled so

strongly that I forgot to notice the itching. The only problem
was that other people began to notice me. I was about to

experiment with butter and salt—a real folk remedy—when
my friend came up with pyribenzamine ointment. While I

have not had occasion to try this out myself, I pass the

information along for whatever it is worth to any of you
who may be in need of a new home remedy. The only other

advice I can add to the unsprayed, unsulfured, lowland
hiker is to stick to the paths where you can trample the

wretched beasties underfoot. D
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Growing Up Outdoors by Sarah Bartenstein

People Outdoors
Planning a Summer
Vacation

Summertime. . .school's out. . .time for

swimming, hiking, fishing, camping. . .

time for vacation!

If your family is typical, however, the

gas shortage and inflation may be

"cramping your style" when it comes to

planning a vacation that goes beyond
your own backyard. Here in Virginia,

we are fortunate in having several

historic and recreational areas within
two or three hours of the front door.

Many cost little or nothing to enjoy, and
the amount of gasoline required to get to

one of these spots is minimal.

If you think you might enjoy seeing

historic points of interest, consider:

Williamsburg, Jamestown, Richmond,
Alexandria, Yorktown, Washington,
D.C., Appomatox, Monticello, Ash Lawn,
New Market, the Barter Theatre in

Abingdon. . .and more! Write to the

Virginia State Travel Service for more
information.

Virginia is blessed with many areas

of natural beauty. These include national

forests, state parks, wildlife manage-
ment areas, national parks, and wildlife

refuges. Virginia's notional forests are

cooperatively managed by the U.S.

Department of Agriculture's Forest

Service and the Game Commission. The
national forests were established to

conserve our country's natural resources,

and there's no better place in which to

come face to face with wildlife and the

outdoors. Virginia has two national

forests, the George Washington and the

Thomas Jefferson National Forests. Each
one is divided into "ranger districts,"

and the Game Commission has maps of

each ranger district at a modest cost

(Washington maps are 50C, Jefferson

maps are $1). You can come by our
office on Broad Street in Richmond to

pick one up, or you can write to the

Education Division and request the

one(s) you want. Be sure to enclose a

check or money order for the correct

amount and say which area you're

interested in (refer to the list, "National
Forest Ranger Districts," on this page).

What can you do in a national forest?

You can camp, hike, swim, fish and
hunt (in season with the proper licenses),

and explore. State parks, wildlifa man-
ngement oreos, national parks, and wild-

Ufa refuges offer many of the same

things, and more. In some state parks
there are planned "interpretive" activities

(to help you understand and appreciate

what you see in the park), swimming,
and other features. Not all areas offer all

activities, however, so it's best to check

out everything in advance by writing to

the proper agency for information. For

example, camping is not permitted in

wildlife refuges, nor in some state parks
and wildlife management areas. A guide

to the management areas—including

color maps and descriptions— is avail-

able from the Game Commission for $1.

National Forest

Ranger Districts

Washington
Dry River District: office, Rridjjewoler

covers coiinlies of Rochinfiham and
AllgllStH

Broadway District: office, Brotufwdy: covers

counties of Rockm«h(im. .Sherifindofih.

and Pnge
Lee District: office. Edmhiiri). coverscoiint-

lesof Shennntiooh. Rockinjjhnni. Warrtut

nnd ('(lye

Deerfield District: office. Stfiunton: covers

roiindes of ,\ii>;iistn, Rocf(hridge. Bnlh

(ind llinhhind

Warm Springs District: offii e. Hot Spnnfj.s:

covers counties of //ijjfilnnd. Buth. .\l/e

fihany and Rnikhndgr
James River District: office. (,'ovin>;ton:

covers counties of Roc l<bridj;e. Alleshtiny.

(ind f'rijJe

Pedlar District: office. Biienu V'isto. covers

counties of Rockbridge .Anifiersf. Aug
iisid and Ne/son

JefTerson

Blackst)urg District: office. B/ocksbiirj;.

covcTs ((Hinlifn of fJi/es. (]raifi. Mont
j^oiiKTy. Bltinci (in() Pulciski

Clinch District: office. Wise: covers counties

of /.ee. Wise, Dickinson (ind Biicfianun

Holslon District: office. Murion: covers

counties of .Snivtfi, (.'ruyson, Carroll anil

Wylhc
New Castle District: office. New (.'(ist/e,

covers counties of Crnig. Bolctourt.

Roonoke (iiuf Montgomery
Wythe District: office, Wylh(!vi//e: covers

counties of Ta/.fwi^ll. Blrind, .Smyth and
Wythe

For information on the other natural
areas, refer to the list of agencies ("For

More Information").

You might want to consider a camping
trip to one of the natural areas, with side

trips to historic and recreation areas.

For example, a camping trip in the

Deerfield District of the Washington
National Forest could include a day trip

to Monticello; or during a stay in the Lee

District, you might visit one of the

commercial caverns or the New Market
Battlefield.

The secret of a good vacation is good
planning. In addition to your fishing

tackle, hiking gear, swimsuit and camera,

think about packing field guides and
maps to help you learn about what
you're seeing. A well-planned, learning

vacation is the best kind: it is relaxing,

fun, and you remember it long after

you've returned to your own backyard.

Enjoy! D

For More Information
George Washington National Forest

U.S. Forest Service

Federal Building

Harrisonlnirg. Virginia 22801

Thomas [efferson National Forest

US, Forest Service

3517 Brandon Avenue
Roanoke, Virginia 24018

Virginia Came Commission (wild/ife mun
ugenient nri^us, ruiiger district mops)

Education Division

P,0, Box 11104

Richmond, Virginia 23230

Virginia t)ivision of Parks (slnte purksl

1201 Washington Building

Richmcmd, Virginia 2:t219

Virginia State Travel Service (historic and
re( redlionn/ oreos. nujionui porks)

6 North Sixth Street

Richmond, Virginia 23219

Virginia Department of Highways and
Transportation (highwov ni(i()s)

1221 K. Broad Street

Richmond. Virginia 23219

lis. Fish and Wildlife Service fwild/ife

refuges)

Washington. D,C. 20240
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It
was the second frost of the season

and it was also the best one. The
grasses in the freshly cut pasture gleamed
as the morning sun bathed the field

with its warming rays. "Gentlemen, you
are allowed five minutes in the barren
field on your left and ten minutes in the

bird field to your right. Any questions?"

the judge asked.

"No," came the reply from the hunters.

"Then let's get this trial underway,"
the judges shouted.

The pointer and setter were ready to

go, and so were their handlers. Carrying
no shotguns, the two hunters turned
their dogs loose and the bird dog trial

began. As the setter worked a hedgerow
to the right, the eager young pointer

galloped over the hill letting off steam
as he made for a "birdy" objective. At a

brisk pace, the two handlers followed
with the two judges not far behind.

Working the dogs with a whistle and
voice commands, the proud owners
guided their bird dogs to the field that

TRIED
AND
TRUE
Amateur bird dog
field trials afford
hunters the opportunity
to work their dogs and
trade a few yarns
before the upcoming
season.

by Randall Shank

had been planted with quail earlier that

morning. One judge was on horseback
and the other was piloting a Ford trac-

tor that had been borrowed from the

host farmer. The sun rose higher as a

sizeable group of quail hunters stood on
the hill with their dogs and watched.
On the last Saturday in October the

Madison County Wildlife Association

stages its annual "Amateur Bird Dog
Field Trial," which is an old-fashioned

bird dog stake open to all pointing

breeds. Anyone can enter his dog in this

fun trial. Traditionally, the association

awards a trophy for the "Best Out of

County Bird Dog," and the "Best County
Bird Dog." For a local person, the honor
of having the best bird dog in the county
is truly a meaningful accomplishment.
Although the competition adds a little

zest to the occasion, most of the partici-

pating hunters just welcome the chance
to work their dogs before the bird sea-

son opens in November.
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The Madison group's trial is one of

several that are held across the Com-
monwealth each fall. In the latter part of

October and the first part of November,
amateur field trials are held in Reminj^-

ton, Blackstone, Natural Bridge, and
other parts of the state. The interested

bird dog owner needs only to check his

local paper or perhaps with his local

sporting goods store for information on
the nearest trial in his vicinity. Keep in

mind that Virginia requires a permit for

any group that plans to hold a trial. This
permit can be obtained from the Com-
mission of Game and Inland Fisheries

in Richmond.
The similarity between a major pro-

fes;sional field dog trial and the various
amateur bird dog trials held in Virginia

(!nd with the word "trial." The major
championships draw competitors from
all over the country. Staged in wide
open spaces, the professional handlers
follow their far reaching pointers and
setters on horseback. A marked course

is followed that may take an hour or

more for the dog to run. Big running
dogs are the rule and not the exception.

The top dogs on the major field trial

circuit are dogs that the hunter on foot

would have a lot of trouble keeping
track of.

The amateur field trial is custom
made for the upland gunner who raises

one or two dogs and hunts on foot.

Geared for local hunting conditions, the

dog is expected to be obedient to the

handler. Quail are planted in a field and
the dog will score points as he hunts for,

and finds the birds.

Different point systems are used in

the various trials. The scoring systems
may be similar to the following:

Productive Point: +3

Non-productive Point: -1 to +5

Flush: -1 to +5

Backing: +1 to +3

Style, Stamina, and Knowledge: +1

to +10

Obedience and Handling: +1 to +10

!W,
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(Left) An anxious setter is let

loose in competition: (below left}

a proud owner brings his dog in

after a run: (below right] hunters
take the opportunity to swap
stories.

A tractable bird dog that hunts
well, has a good nose, points, and

backs will have a good chance of win-
ning an amateur field trial.

Not only does the local field trial give

dog owners a chance to work their dogs
but it also gives a group of hunters the

opportunity to trade yarns, compare the

last season's successes and failures, and
to do nothing but talk about dogs and
bird hunting. Breed lines, breed of dog,

and weather are all important topics of

conversation.

For the prospective bird dog owner, a

trial provides an opportunity to see the

contrasting difference in styles between
the various breeds of dogs. From the

quartering manner of the Brittany spa-

niel to the dash of the English pointer,

all of the bird dogs exhibit their own
unique style. It is a thrill for the non-
hunter to also watch the dogs work.
More often than not, one dog will

stand out from all of the rest. Such is the

case at the Washington and Lee Univer-
sity Outdoor Club's field trial held at

Natural Bridge one year. Several point-

ers, setters, and Brittanies took part in

the trial. Pen-raised quail had been
released in a field of lespedeza. With an
Indian summer sun hanging over the

Sunday afternoon, scenting conditions

were difficult at best. Midway through
the competition, most of the scoring had
been based on the style and stamina of

the dogs. Very few dogs scored points

based on a successful find and point.

A white, two-year-old setter emerged
from entries as the premier dog when
she stood on a beautiful point shortly

into her run. She went on to have sev-

eral more finds, and she was steady to

wing and shot with each flush. The little

setter female won the heart of every
hunter watching her performance.
One of the judges remarked to the

proud owner, "I'll give you a $100 for

that dog." Laughter from the crowd
drowned out her reply as she accepted

the championship trophy.

After months of idleness, the October
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trial is a perfect place to get your dog
ready for the upcoming bird season.

With luck, the air will be cool and the

scent conditions good. If you have a

new pup, a trial might enable him to

smell his first cjuail. He will have the

chance to hunt with another dog and
will learn some manners in the process.

A dog's hunting ability can be com-
pared to that of other dogs, and a

handler can learn a few helpful hints as

well.

At the Madison trial, I watched
intently as the pointer and setter

worked the bird field. The setter was
old—ten seasons had come and gone.

Younger, the pointer worked the field

nuich faster, but not with any more
enthusiasm. Almost at once the setter's

master raised his arm, signaling a point.

The pointer backed and a bird flushed,

in the next eight minutes, the setter had
two additional points that made for

tough competition the rest of the day.

My young Brittany sat by my side

taking it all in. Until that October day
he had yet to see his first quail. I ran him
as a puppy in the next brace.

Running with a setter pup, the two
youngsters started romping and chasing

each other at the very start of the run. It

was not until well into the course that

the young setter stumbled into a bird

and gave chase. My Brittany was not

far behind.

Running wildly, the two dogs were
bursting with energy and having lots of

fun. I was happy that my pup could

come in contact with his first bird. The
setter's owner was glad to get the dog

and bird work in.

Later we talked.

In a year we would be back with my
Brittany backing his setter on point.

The competition had been friendly.

Everyone was having fun, and bird

season was just around the corner. The
field trial was helping all of us and our

dogs to get ready, n
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It Appears to Me by Curly

. . A PERSON OUGHT TO HAVE
ONE
We are creatures of habit and I reckon

some of those habits aren't all bad. For
instance. . .1 still prowl around in the

"ice box" when I feel like a snack or I

reach for a "kleenex" even though the

tissues currently in use at our diggin's

are made by some other manufacturer.
When people think of "Green Stamps,"
it is more likely that the subliminal or

actual prefix "S & H" goes with it and a

mental image is of the variety of items
for which the stamps may be traded. I

am happy to report that the Sperry and
Hutchinson (S St H) Company recently

expanded their horizons, more fully

utilized their already diverse interests,

and developed some consumer-oriented
programs. Most of these new develop-
ments are free, or nearly so, to teachers,

community groups or or-ganizations. A
brochure that lists the topics covered
(including audio-visual materials, hand-
books, pro-gram kits, etc.) is available

free. Write: Sperry and Hutchinson Com-
pany, Consumer Affairs Distribution

Center, 2900 West Seminary Drive, Fort

Worth, Texas 76133.

It is mighty near time in some parts of

the country when all planting should
have been completed. However, that is

certainly not true of all varieties and fall

harvest always has its reward. So let

me tell you about a free catalog that is

available from the Ortho Chevron
Chemical Company. In this little gem
you will find all kinds of goodies listed,

including the the 1981 edition of their

famous Ortho Book Series. Such items
as "All About Vegetables" or "How to

Select & Care for Shrubs & Hedges," just

to mention two of the books, should at

least whet your appetite. If they do,

why not send for the free catalog of all

the books that these folks have produced.
. write: Chevron Chemical Company,
Ortho Books, Room 3300, Department
2A, .S7.S Market Street, San Francisco,
California 9410,5.

For a good many years I lived in the

upper midwest (Minnesota) and for

some six years in Ardmore (Carter

County) Oklahoma. In both places. I

frequently saw severe weather condi-
tions in the summer months. Often it

resulted in power outages which, in
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turn, caused no small amount of related

problems and inconveniences. Although
Oklahoma is notorious for this kind of

weather in the summer, they do not

have exclusivity in that regard by any
means. In fact, our own Commonwealth
does not take a back seat when it comes
to "thunderbumper" type weather along
about this time of year. I have been
without power at times and I am certain

some of you have also. Recently I ran
across some information pertaining to

problems (and solutions) of this nature

and it was free, so let me pass it on to

you. Drop a line to Garden Way
Generators, Department A902G, Char-
lotte, Vermont 0544,'i. Ask them to send
you information on their new Garden
Way generator and ask for a copy of

their free Home Power-Rater Worksheet.

Those good folks down at the Citizen

Action Office at the Tennessee Valley

Authority have your interests (pocket

books and wallets included) at heart.

They have always been interested in

conserving power, especially electricity,

and now they have compiled an "Energy
Savers Kit" which includes previously

published pamphlets on such subjects

as insulation, moisture problems, buying
firewood, etc. Drop them a line and
request the kit from Citizen Action

Office, 400 Commerce Avenue, Knox-
ville, Tennessee 37902 or call them on
the toll-free Citizen Action Line at

1-800/251-9242.

. . .FOR YOUR BOOKSHELF
Some time ago, I introduced you to a

friend of mine by telling you about a

book she authored entitled "Woods-
woman." The cover photo, which showed
Anne LaBastille splitting wood at the

cabin she built herself in the Adirondack
wilderness, was shot by Richmonder
David Allen Harvey. Since that time,

Anne has earned a Ph.D., been the

recipient of the World Wildlife Fund's

International Gold Medal for Conserva-

tionist of the Year, traveled throughout
the globe on a variety of missions on
behalf of wildlife, forests, and water
quality. . .and authored two more books.
She has just returned to the U.S. after

extensive research regarding the world-
wide harmful effects of acid rain. In a

forthcoming article for National Geo-
graphic Magazine, she tells us about
that problem. More about that later, but
for now I must tell you about one of her

latest books, "Assignment Wildlife."This

great 243-pager is in hardback and
literally picks up where "Woodswoman"
left off. It describes that portion of

Anne's life when she is "out and doing"
for the good of wildlife. Reading from
her introduction, we can gain some
insight into her motivation. "If I could
make a wish for the next fifteen years, it

would be to help developing countries

obtain more wildlands and create more
national parks and wildlife reserves

from them and train the people to be

good stewards of their natural resources.

This way I could leave a large, safe

heritage for others who also dream of

travelling to the wild places of our earth

and seeing, studying, and conserving
whatsoever things wild." Even if you
haven't yet read Anne's other book and
if you want to share in her nearly

unbearable excitement about the world
of wildlife, get thyself to a bookstore
and pick up a copy of "Assignment
Wildlife." It is available for $12.95 plus

tax and postage from Department AW,
E.P. Dutton, 2 Park Avenue, New York,
New York 10016.

. . . AND THEN
Earlier in this column we discussed

weather and its sometimes adverse
effects. Since man started observing the

weather there has always been a re-

lationship with superstition and "signs"

of one kind or another. Some of these

signs have to do with animals, for

example: Cats have the reputation for

being weather wise, an old notion which
has given rise to the most extensive
folklore. "It is almost universally believed

that good weather may be expected
when the cat washes herself, but bad
when she licks her coat against the

grain, or washes her face over her ears,

or sits with her tail to the fire." Quota-
tion from Weather Folklore.
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Urban Ducks:
Never Mix. Never Worry
The duckpond is the only contact

some city dwellers hove with
waterfowl; iQck of knowledge on the

part of urban citizens may be
hurting the ducks.

hy Patrick Scanlon

Urban or suburban type duckponds are places where
many people have their major contact with waterfowl.

Duckponds frequently are found in towns and cities and are

a common feature of college campuses. Visitors to Blacks-
burg can see a duckpond on the Virginia Tech campus. They
typically are inhabited by resident waterfowl populations.

During fall and spring migrations they are often visited by
migrating waterfowl. These migrating waterfowl serve to

enrich the opportunities to see a wider range of species.

Occasionally migrating waterfowl will stay on as perman-
ent residents but almost invariably they continue their

migrations.

In Virginia the most typical waterfowl residents of duck-
ponds are mallard ducks and Canada geese. Occasionally
other wild species may be present. Most often these are

members of other species which were injured and recovered
or otherwise chose not to continue migrating. However,
other sources of stocks for populating duckponds may be
utilized and the results may not always be in the best

interests of the wild species involved. These sources are

domesticated waterfowl and exotic (i.e. non-native) species.

These are frequently "donated" by well-meaning individu-
als, like parents of children whose Easter ducks have grown
too large to be considered "cute."

Many people appreciate all types of waterfowl (native,

domestic, and exotic) and enjoy observing and feeding them.

There is nothing wrong with having domestic waterfowl on
duckponds, or with having exotic species, for that matter.

However, the results of mixing domestic and exotic water-

fowl with resident wild species may lead to undesirable

consequences for the wild species. These undesirable con-

sequences result from the ability and apparent willingness
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of waterfowl to interbreed across species lines when the

appropriate conditions are present. Mixing of native and
exotic species, as at duckponds, may allow opportunities for

interbreeding which would not have arisen had the species

not been allowed to mix. Likewise, domestic stocks will

sometimes interbreed with wild stocks under conditions

when both are occupying the same body of water. This is

particularly the case with mallards as domestic duck stocks

are derived from mallards.

The problems caused by interbreeding are complex. The
young produced are free-flying and may join wild

stocks. They may only superficially resemble either of the

parent species. They may have size and proportion differ-

ences which do not act in their best interests as free-flying

birds. Most importantly though, they represent means of

introducing new genetic material into wild stocks and these

introductions are not usually desirable. Their contributions

may result in altering the wild stocks in directions which are

unacceptable to truly wild living conditions and may com-
plicate management of wild birds.

A further possible problem of hybridization in waterfowl
is the introduction of modifications of behavior and repro-

ductive characteristics. For example, Muscovy ducks, which
re often seen at duckponds and among domestic stocks, will

hybridize with mallards. Their hatching period is seven
days longer and such a characteristic would not be advanta-
geous in wild conditions.

Those who manage duckponds should take steps to avoid

mixing populations which can hybridize. Those who feel

tempted to "donate" waterfowl to duckponds should con-

sider whether they are exposing resident birds to risks of

hybridization, n
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Personalities by Francis N. Satterlee

Rose RiverRomp
Perfect weather conditions blessed

the opening of the trout season in Virgi-

nia on Saturday, April 4, 1981. Blessed

also was the Children's Fishing Clinic

held on the Rose River and sponsored

by the RapidanChapter of Trout Unlim-
ited. More than 275 youngsters, age 12

and under, participated in this novel

first-time event. Adding to the crowd
which numbered well above 500 were
parents and chaperones of the children

(none of whom were allowed to fish)

and plentiful numbers of Rapidan Chap-
ter members acting as hosts, instructors

and "trout-takers-off-the-hook helpers"

for the youngsters. Some of the colorful

events and often exciting results for

both kids and adults alike are pictured

here.

1. Nine-year old Katie Green from Reva,

Va. proudly displays her trout to Bob
Herbst (left), former Assistant Secre-

tary of the Interior and newly appointed

national director of Trout Unlimited,

and on the right, David Myers, presi-

dent of the T.U. Rapidan Chapter and
host of the successful event.

2. The youngster in the right foreground
"puts his all" into the effort, assisted by
an adult along a beautiful stretch of the

Rose River.

3. Youthful angler watches proudly as

Rapidan Chapter T.U. member jim

Brown assists the successful fisherman.

4. Six-year old Jean (standing) and her

brother Will, 4, seated, display their

fishing finesse under the watchful eyes

of their grandmother, Mrs. Ben L.

Weaver, left, and her friends, Mrs. Daniel

Clore, center, and Mrs. Martha Burke.

The youngsters are the children of Mr.
and Mrs. Carlyle Weaver of Madison,
Virginia.

The Rapidan Chapter of Trout Unlim-
ited, with a membership of more than
400, is one of ten such chapters located

throughout Virginia. Total membership
in Trout Unlimited is in excess of

19,000. The Children's Fishing Clinic

was a joint venture between the owner
of the land, which borders the Rose
River (|immy Graves), the Rapidan
River Chapter of T.U., and the Commis-
sion of Game and Inland Fisheries.
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Leaping just off shore, the fish were wildly springing at

whining insects and belly flopping back into the May-
warmed waters. Sunfish tugged at the meaty bait, but

larger fish were there to be caught, too. A hardy nibble on
the fishing line, now almost invisible in the glare of the

glowing sunset, hooked a nice size sunfish. It was a good
evening for fishing.

As the tranquil evening passed into quiet shadows,
only one fish went into the "catch" bucket. A mere nibble

became excitement. But many other things happened
around the water to keep me awake.
An awkward green heron glided onto the silhouetted

pier, gawky neck extending, approving the fishing

grounds. Gabby mallards paddled through the shallows,

dabbling in the silt.

A lone bullfrog also provided something to ponder as

he emerged from the water, squatting in the tangled root

system of a willow, lissomely drooping overhead. He
seemed to grin: perhaps he was amused by the skimpy
catch. He was cream colored, speckled with black from

his spanning lower lip under his chin, down his belly, and

stretched to his unwebbed forefeet and larger, webbed
hind feet. This could prove confusing to a predator hunt-

ing below water. The frog's speckled under parts blend

into spotlighted waters as a fawn's markings blend into

the dappled floor of a sunlit forest. A moist green with
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specks of brown rolled from the frog's upper lip, over his

head and down his slouched back. His skin appeared

smoother in the water than out. The bullfrog's coloring

sometimes seemed drab, and other times it appeared bril-

liant green. Once as I pulled a bullfrog from a dark duck
house, his brownish skin became green as he remained in

the sunlight.

The bullfrog patiently crouched off shore, snug in the

root systems, all evening. His raised nostrils and large

eyes swelled from his face, poking just above the floating

mass of roots, bulging eyes obtaining a periscopic view.

Those glaring eyes were luminous. A black oblong area

rimmed with bright yellow framed each eye, with a

broader border of black metal flaked with sparkling yel-

low around the center. The perimeter of each glowing eye
was rimmed with radiant yellow. Just behind each eye
was a large circle. These were the frog's ears or "tympani,"

larger in the male.

Each spring a few bullfrogs claimed these shallows.

The frogs seemed less fearful and more stubborn in hold-

ing their ground, sometimes crouching in the shallows all

day. Even as the lead sinker at the end of fishing line

loudly plopped into the water, reeled in, and snapped
back into the depths, the determined bullfrog calmly
remained, time after time.

Early the next morning, two bullfrogs left the root

(left to rkjht) The iuebhcd hindfeet of
the buUfroc]: the smaller, iiniveblx'd

forefeet: the fr(X)'s erenni coloriiKj

n'/fii bkiek m(irkirx]s spreads (kKvn
his belli) to the tips of his feet, its

greeti coloring ivith dark markings
runs from its upper lip chKun its

bock. (Below) The black eggs ore
spread on the roots of a tree u'ith a
clearjelly.



systems. The fuzzy tentacles of roots gently waved as

a breeze rippled the water. The frogs swayed too, as the

current caressed their pliant bodies. Backs to the warmth
of the sun, tiny insects smothered the unperturbed frogs'

faces, skipping over eyes and nostrils. The frogs slowly

edged closer and closer to one another as each sunny hour

of the day passed. By the end of the afternoon, their soft

bodies were touching, and by evening, a third frog had
appeared, slowly edging his way towards the two frogs,

until all three quietly sat in a row. The frogs rendez-

voused for several days, at least two of them peering

through the root systems at a given time.

One morning, a lone frog popped through the strands of

pinkened roots. The roots appeared different. Tiny black

dots clung to the massive tangled growths, clogging the

shallows with frog's eggs. Stretching beneath the willow,

thousands of black eggs several layers thick adhered to

the snarled roots. As a mallard paddled by the shallows,

clumps of eggs spread protectively with quavering clear

jelly. The bullfrog's jellied mass of eggs had floated in the

root systems earlier this spring, but only for a few days.

A young flock of mallards also claimed the shallows, day
after day, happily dabbling along the bank, churning
through the roots, agitating the egg mass. Soon the globs

of black dots had disappeared.

Cracking spanned lips, the frog which I had believed

was the female since it was sitting with the eggs, puffed



out its throat sack and hoarsely grunted. She was a he,

further revealed as the frog climbed partly out the water,

displaying large tympani. Again, the flock of mallards

noisily approached the shallows. The frog turned to face

the confusion.Clumsily, the mallards stirred the egg-

saturated shallows, their flat feet paddling over the frog.

The egg mass was pushed aside, but remained intact. The
frog returned peeking through the hairy roots.

Almost a week had passed. The egg mass was dishe-

veled, but it had outlasted the earlier clumps of eggs. The
round eggs were stretching into dark oblong shapes; if all

went well, the eggs would soon hatch into large tadpoles.

But the trampling troop of mallards twisted through the

shallows again and again, ripping apart the egg mass. It

was dissolved by the end of the week.
Things seem to equal out. Last summer the large frogs

tugged new born mallards beneath the water, drowning
the babies one by one.

I hoped the bullfrogs would return to the shallows and
spread another egg mass, but they rarely appeared in the

daytime again. The frogs spent most of the long summer
days in darkness under the duck house or beneath the

shading pier. But at night, the bullfrogs made their pres-

ence known. Grumbling bellows vibrated through the

darkness, roaring from the shallows. That was still

theirs, n
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Outdoor Notebook Edited by Mel White

Cumberiand
Turkey

Luther Trower bagged this 17-

pound turkey (with five beards!)

in April in Cumberland County.
Luther is an intern on the Virginia

Wildlife staff.

Coming Next
Month
STRIPERS: THE CONVERTERS
Gerald Almy with some pointers on
tackle and tactics

CRABBING FROM A PIER
The most inexpensive and fun way to a

seafood feast this summer
SUMMER FRUIT
Cherries, raspberries, strawberries, wild
apples, blackberries: where to find these

summer treats, and more

Virginia Wildlife Federation
16th Annual Conservation Awards

The Virginia Wildlife Federation believes that those who work tirelessly to save and conserve America's
priceless natural resources deserve public praise and recognition. No nation is more blessed with natural riches

and beauty than ours, but no nation can remain strong, its people healthy, and its way of life full and rich without
the wise use, conservation and preservation of its priceless resources. In encouraging its conservation leaders—in

part by expressions of appreciation

—

the VWF seeks to better secure a positive future for America. Virginia

Wildlife readers are invited to nominate conservation leaders for this year's awards which will be presented on
October 17 at 6:00 p.m. at Richmond's Holiday Inn Midtown 3200.

CATEGORIES
Conservationist of the Year

Conservation Educator
Conservation Organization

Conservationist Communicator
Youth Conservationist

Hunter Educator
Legislative Conservationist

NOMINEE:

Clean Air Conservationist

Soil Conservationist

Water Conservationist

Forest Conservationist

Wildlife Conservationist

River Conservationist

RECOMMENDED BY:

Name
Complete Address.

Award Category

Specify category for which nomination is mode Use a separate form for

each category and each individual or group nominated

Name
Title

Complete Address.

Name of Member Club.

Date

NOMINATIONS MUST BE POSTMARKED NO LATER THAN MIDNIGHT, SEPTEMBER 15, 1981.

Flense attach two copies of a resume of achievements not to exceed two typed pages. Include organi/nlion memb(?rships. affiliations, past

achievements and recognition, specific actions upon which nomination is hassed. and other references. A full documentation is needled by the

judging committee.

Sponsored by the Virginia Wildlife Federation, Inc. ond Sears. Roebuck and Co.

Send two copies of this form and all attachments to: Conservation .Awards c/o Tom Diggs, 1924 Esquire Road. Richmond. VA 23235
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The ideal compxanion publiccrtion

to Virginia Wildlife, the Virginia Outdoor

Networ1< is the newsletter which corrv

bines fishing and hunting updates with

timety information as to where one
should go in the Commonwealth to

experience the finest outdoor sport

available. Specific information concer-

ning public accessibility, lodgings and
restaurants, and ttie best guides avail-

able is included in each issue.

The up-to-the-minute information

provided by us 18 times per subscrip-

tion year is gathered from a variety of

sources: fish and wildlife biologists' re-

ports on population densities, geo-

graphic locations, and migratory

movements; cuirent updates bygame
wardens throughout ttie state; field

observation by pxofessional guides;

and direct reports byourown member
ship.

In order to prevent "hotspots' from being

Inundated witti people, subscription/merrv

befstiip levels ore limited to 1% of Virginia's

sportsrt)en. Be among those "in ttie know"

Subscribe Today
Ptease enter my sutjscription to ttie VIRGI-

NIA OUTDOOR NETWORK rigtit away

hJome

Address

City Stote Zip

The fish and game species I am most Inter-

ested In are (name four):

Cost for a subscription is $16/year for 18

issues of ttie Virginia Outdoor Networic.

Checks or money orders should be made
payable to the Virginia Outdoor Networtt

fVlail to:

THE VIRGINIA OUTDOOR NETWORK
PO BOX 465

SANDSTON, VIRGINIA 23150

The
Red-Tail
Hawk
Ruth Higbie
On a jutting branch of a dead walnut

tree sits a very large bird with a white

breast crossed with a dark garland. It is

a red-tail hawk. For some time he has

been sitting there, his eyes scanning the

field below.

He is a remarkable bird, and the eyes

watching the meadow are special gifts.

Birds have the best eyes of the animal

kingdom and hawks have the best of all.

The retinas in the red-tail's yellow eyes

have a great number of rods and cones,

those light-sensitive structures which
collect images. His eyes are such fine

precision instruments that they require

a special blood supply. He has a blood

tank inside each eye called the pecten.

His eyes are superlative because he

needs them. Being a predator is not

easy. He must have perceptions and
abilities far beyond those of a seed eater

whose food stands still until he finds it.

The hawk's prey spends its life trying to

elude from him, and his life depends on

his attention to the slightest movement.
In the grass some 50 feet to the east of

the hawk's tree, a mouse pokes its nose

out of a half-sunken tunnel. Timorous,

it sniffs the air, looks anywhere for

danger, sees none. It steps out and
begins to nibble a stem.

l.ooking through my glass, I can tell

the moment the red-tail sees the mouse.

His ytjllow eyes focus. Wing and body
muscles coordinate perfectly. The big

bird drops in a gliding dive at the

mouse. His talons strike it. At the force

of impact his knees bend and the tendons

operating the talons contract. They pierce

the mouse, killing it instantly. It hangs

limp in his grasp as the hawk flies back
to the dead branch.

His prey could have been a rabbit or a

squirrel or a snake, even a rattlesnake.

Red-tails do catch a bird now and then,

but the others, especially mice, make up
nearly all of their diet.

Now that he has caught his meal, the

red-tail seems in no hurry to eat.

Majestically he scans the area while he

holds the mouse under his claw. Then,
not so majestically, a small convulsion

shakes him and he burps. He burps
again and a small pellet drops out of his

beak. He begins to tear at the belly of the

mouse.
He eats in a leisurely fashion. He

scratches one wing, then the other. He
opens both wings wide to their four-

foot spread and sails off the branch and
up into the sky with only a few powerful
strokes to lift his body off the ground.

Higher and higher he glides in effortless

circles. On the turns, his rusty red tail is

easily visible in the sunshine.

I go down to the tree to see if I can find

the pellet. I've seen them before, but

never staight from the hawk's mouth.
Among the grass and dead leaves and
sticks under the branch I search. At last,

I find it, an inch and a half long, oblong,

greyish, still slightly damp. It is a solid

mass of grey fur and tiny bones and a

mouse skull.

The pellet is a device used by both

hawks and owls to eliminate the indi-

gestible parts of their meal. Those fear-

some beaks are not made for deboning
or skinning prey. The bird must gulp it

down. So in the digestive tract the fur

and bones are separated and pressed

into neat pellets to be coughed up later.

I'd never seen the act before, and
hadn't reali/.etl it might be the necessary

prelude to the next meal. I'd found
pellets. One, from a barn owl I think,

contained four rodent skulls. A screech

used a window of the corncrib for a

perch; I kept finding his pellets below it.

From the pellet in my hand I look up
to the great bird soaring so smoothly in

the sky. What a hunter the red-taileii

hawk is, how marvelously adapted to

his way of life: the great wings and
muscles thai lift him into the air and let

him ride the updrafts; the intense sight

which can note a motion far below;

sharp talons and beak to catch and tear

his elusive food; and even a special

stomach arrangement to neatly get rid

of iniligestible parts of that same fooil.

He is a master hunter, masterfully

engineered by nature.
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Blues For Fun
and Food

Man^ Virginia fishermen will bring
in a good number of bluefish from a

day's outing during the next few months.
While they can be deHcious eating, great

care must be taken with boat storage,

cleaning and preparation for the freezer.

Blues have soft flesh and require special

handling in order to reach the cook in

prime ccjndition.

As soon as blues are caught, they
should be placed on ice in a cooler and
nt'vur allowed to remain out in the hot

sun on a boat or at dockside. Even after

cleaning, be sure to replace the fish in

the iced cooler.

Snappei and small blues, known as

taylor blues, can be left whole. Larger
blues are oilier and have a good deal of

tat and dark meat under the skin. It is

best not to scale these larger fish, but to

fillet them. 'I'hen with either a fillet

knife or an electric carving knife, place

the fillet on a cutting board and remove
the skin. With bluefish, your yield per
pound of fillets will be about 41 percent
of the original weight.

If you plan to freeze your fillets, you
might want to remove the dark meat on
the skin side before freezing, as this oily

seciton does not freeze well and has a

strong taste. This dark meat can also be
removed later, just before the fish is

completely defrosted. Don't throw the

dark meat away. Your dog or cat will

love it!

by Joan Cone

In order to freeze bluefish up to a year
without any significant Change in flavor

or texture, you should use the protective

dip recipe which appeared in this column
in April 1981. After dipping small,

whole bluefish or fillets in this gelatin,

water and lemon juice mixture, wrap
individually in plastic film. Then place

these in a heavy-duty plastic freezer

bag or wrap again in freezer paper.

By the time you're ready to cook
frozen bluefish, the meat should be firm
and mild, if cooling and freezing methods
have been properly carried out.

Small whole bluefish are excellent

charcoal broiled; it is best to wrap each
one indiviciually in foil.

CHARCOAL BROILED BLUEFISH
small whole bluefish or fillets

salt

v.: T. butter or margarine per fish

1 thin slice lemon per fish

dash of marjoram or other herb
Remove head and split fish to tail, or leave

whole if you prefer. Place each fish or fillet in its

own piece of heavy duty aluminium foil. Salt fish

and put butter, lemon, and herb on each piece,

then wrap in foil, using a centre fold and double
folds at each end to keep juices from running out.

Cook on outdoor grill for five minutes. Fish is done
when steam beins to emerge.

This recipe is tasty and simple. It can
be prepared in a conventional or micro-

wave oven.

CHIP BAKED BLUEFISH
6 bluefish fillets, fresh or frozen
'/. c. barbecue sauce

1 bag (5oz.) barbecue-flavor potato chips, crushed
lime wedges
Thaw fish if frozen. Dip fillets in barbecue

sauce and roll in crushed chips. Place fish in single

layer on a well-greased bake-and-serve platter.

Bake at ;i50 degrees F. for 20 to 25 minutes, until

fish flakes easily when tested with a Ufrk. Garnish
with lime wedges. F'or the microwave oven, cook
uncovered on high power 8 to 10 minutes or until

fish flakes easily when tested with a fork. Turn
dish halfway during cooking time. (Serves 4 to 6|

If you have leftover cooked bluefish,

you can substitute it for tuna and make
a delicious salad or spread for sand-

wiches.

BLUEFISH SALAD
2 cups cooked, flaked bluefish

'h c. mayonnaise or salad dressing
Vj c. celery, diced

2 T. sweet pickle relish

'k c. cooked peas
Combine all ingreilients. being careful not to

break the fish too small. Serve in lettuce cups and
garnish with quartered tomatoes and sliced eggs.

If using recipe for a sandwich spread, finely chop
the fish and omit peas. O

Enjoybig savings: subscribe to^^giniaWildlife!

The per-(;opy price of Virginia Wildlije is $1.00, but when you buy it "by the dozen," you save $7.00 a year! And if you
buy the three-year subscription, you can save $23.50 — that's a 65% savings! Think of the convenience of having this

beautiful color magazine delivered to your door every month. You can't afford not to subscribe to Virginia Wildiijd Mail
the form below to Virginto Wtkllife, P.O. Box 11104, Richmond, Virginia 23230, or give it to your game warden.

Yes.w^ 1 want to save up to 65% over the newsstand price of Virginia Wildlifel

Send me D one year for $5.00 D three years for $12.50
This is aD new subscription D renewal D gift subscription

Name

Address

City

Please allow six to eight weeks for delivery.

.State -Zip_

Credit Warden No.
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On the Waterfront Edited by James N. Kerrick

Meals Afloat

On board your boat, the food you
provide can make or break your week-
end cruise or even just a day's sail.

Fine weather afloat can't make up for

poor meals, but when the weather closes

in to keep you at anchor, tasty food

cradled in good conversation around
the cabin table can make you forget a lot

of rain on the deck.

It takes a great deal of forethought

and no little physical effort to produce
tempting fare for four or five on a two
burner stove and with a minimum of

working area. If you don't like it, turn it

over to someone who does. It can be a

lot of fun and on the water the results of

your labor will be fully appreciated by
appetites whetted on fresh air.

Many factors enter into your initial

grocery list: (1) How many persons are

to be served how many meals? (2) How
long between ports where you can get

fresh supplies? (3) What storage areas

do you have and how much perishable

food can be put in your icebox along

with the minimum ice to carry to allow
for cold drinks? (4) What size and type

of stove do you have and can you plan

on oven cooking? (5) What utensils do
you have? If you plan on a mess of crabs
or fresh corn do you have the pot to cook
them in? (6) And finally, what are the

food preferences of your crew?
With these things in mind and after a

couple of times around they become
second nature and you can devise a ser-

ies of menus which will include simple
appetizing food and plenty of it.

Here are some menu suggestions.

SATURDAY
Noon:
Tomato soup
Egg salad sandwiches
(Kggs prepared at home beforehand)

Cupcakes
Milk

Dinner.

Sliced ham (baked at home)
Boiled sweet potatoes

Succotash salad

Tea bananas & cream

SUNDAY
Breakfast:

Pineapple juice dry cereal

Bacon & eggs

(cook extra bacon to use at noon)

Corn muffins (packaged-heated)

Coffee jam

Noon:
Peanut butter & bacon sandwiches
Egg salad sandwiches
(if some remains from previous day)
Cake Milk

Dinner
Spaghetti with vegetable-meat sauce

made at home (or canned sauce with some spi-

ces and hamburger added.)

Salad Italian bread

Elberta peaches cookies beverage

MONDAY
Breakfast:

Prunes dry cereal

French toast syrup
Bacon coffee

Noon:
Vegetable soup
Ham & cheese sandwiches
Tea cookies

Dinner
Fried chicken

Candied sweet potatoes

(made with leftovers from Saturday dinner)

Canned asparagus warm bread

Tea coffee milk
Fruit salad cookies

TUESDAY
Breakfast:

Fruit salad

Dry cereal (canned milk)

Ham & eggs

Warmed doughnuts coffee cake
(Warmed to restore freshness)

Coffee

Noon:
Tomato juice

Spaghetti beer

Cheese-crackers

Dinner
Ham & corned beef hash

(or ham and canned stew mixed)
Lima beans boiled potatoes

Pilot crackers & canned butter

(if fresh supply gone)

Tea coffee milk

Vanilla pudding-canned raspberry sauce

WEDNESDAY
Breakfast:

Apple juice

Cereal & bananas (canned milk)

Coffee

Datenut bread (canned butter)

Noon:
Hamburgers on roll

Potato chips

Cake tea coffee milk

Dinner:

Roast beef (cooked in pressure cooker)

Potatoes

Sliced tomatoes
Blueberries & cream
Cake tea coffee milk

THURSDAY
Breakfast:

Apple sauce dry cereal

Sausage & eggs

Buns coffee

Noon:
Vegetable juice

Roast beet sandwiches
Cake
Tea coffee milk beer

Dinner
Pork chops & beans grill

(Brown chops, add beans, sprinkle with brown
sugar, put cover on and finish cooking until

chops are done and beans very hot. Cook over

very low flame.)

Brown bread

Canned berries on pound cake

Tea coffee milk

FRIDAY
Breakfast:

Prune juice

Fried potatoes & eggs

(potatoes left over from Tuesday dinner)

Warmed buns coffee

Noon:
Tuna salad or cold cuts sandwiches
Tea coffee milk

Bananas cake

Dinner:

Creamed crabmeat on rice with pimento
String beans beets

Tea coffee milk

Fruit cookies

SUPPLY LIST

MEAT AND nSH
10-12 lb. ham (boned and rolled)

3 lbs. bacon
1 frying chicken

2 can tuna fish

1 large can crabmeat
4 cans stew
4 cans hash
4 cans fricassee

VEGETABLES
2 lbs. sweet potatoes

5 lbs. white potatoes

2 #2 cans succotash
4 #2 cans asparagus
2 #2 cans lima beans
2 »2 cans string beans

1 large can beets

1 can pimento
2 cans baked beans
2 cans Spanish rice

5 fresh tomatoes
2 heads lettuce

Carrots

6 onions
2 green peppers
Celery

Pkg minute rice, spaghetti, macaroni

4 cans tomato soup
4 cans vegetable soup
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In Nature's Garden by Elizabeth Murray

The Maple-
Leaved Mallow
Sometimes a botany class will go out

on a field trip to look at a whole area

of countryside and all the plants in it,

and sometimes the class goes out with
one particular plant in mind. Some
years ago, when Dr. Carl Keener took

his plant taxonomy class up Peters'

Mountain in southwest Virginia, it was
primarily to find lliamna. the maple-
leaved mallow. It was Dr. Keener's first

year of many teaching at the Mountain
Lake Biological Station. In those days
he was very mindful of the frailty of his

students, and would warn us ahead of

time about the rigors of any trip. Ten
years later, when I again went out with
him, he had more confidence in the

stamina of his followers and would
shoot straight up any mountainside he

fancied, at breakneck speed and with-

out warning, if he suspected a botanical

reward at the top. But for Peters' Moun-
tain we were told well ahead of time

that it would be a long, hard day, com-
pensated for, however, by the near cer-

tainty that we would find at the top

lliamna, a rare member of the mallow
family, growing in what is almost its

only locality in Virginia. It was, and we
did, but the plant was not, as I recall,

blooming. The picture was painted last

summer from a specimen brought to

Miss Walton from a roadside in Alle-

gheny County.
lliamna is on the least common mem-

bers of the family, having been found in

the east only in a very few localities in

Virginia and West Virginia, and on an
island in the Kankakee River in Illinois.

It is known as the maple-leaved mal-
low, and sometimes as the grape-leaved
mallow, from the shape of the leaves

which are palmately lobed as they are

in all members of the mallow family
(Malvaceae). The word 'mallow' comes
from the Greek word for malachite
whose bright green color is perhaps
reminiscent of the bright green of many
mallow leaves, lliamna flowers are an
intense rose color which maybe ought
to be called mauve, since "mauve" in

French means "mallow." The color mauve
has been rather imaginatively described
as "pink, trying to be purple."
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The Malvaceae contains lots of pretty

flowers. In addition to the common
roadside mallows, the family includes

althea, often unwelcome in Virginia

yards but none the less a striking flower,

hollyhocks and all the magnificent hi-

biscus flowers. All the flowers of the

family are quite similar and easy to rec-

ognize as being members of the same
family. They all have five petals, large,

slightly floppy, bright colored and formed
into the shape of a trumpet. There are

five sepals, the stamens are united into

a column which is fused with the petals

at its base, the anthers are kidney-

shaped and there are several pistils

which protrude beyond the edge of the

petals.

Lucile Walton

Our garden okra is also in this family.

When we were entertaining some Rus-
sian botanists a few years ago, I attempt-

ed to make out a Russian menu for all

the fruits and vegetables which I was
serving as hors d'oeuvres. My diction-

ary let me down on the Russian for

'okra,' and so I laid an okra flower
beside the dish of pickled okra pods.

"Ah! Malvaceae," said Alexei immedi-
ately, picking up the flower with delight.

I am afraid lliamna is not as common
even as okra, and certainly not as
frequently found as many as more of its

prolific wild cousins, but if you happen
to be on the top of Peters' Mountain in

mid-summer—do keep your eyes open! D
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Bird of the Month by Carl "Spike" Knuth

Little Chief:

The Eastern Kingbird

There is a bird in Virginia—a proud,
defiant creature—that can be found

in almost any of the variety of habitat

types in the Commonwealth. It is not a

flashy dresser. In fact, its basic black,

gray and white couldn't be much plainer.

You might see this feathered dynamo
sitting sedately in a small cypress tree

on Morris Creek in Charles City County.
Or maybe you've spotted him sitting

atop an old mullein plant in the middle
of an Amelia County weed field. Maybe
you saw one last summer in a lush Bath
County valley sitting on a weathered
old fence post.

From Tidewater to the mountains,
the eastern kingbird apparently has
long been admired for its fiesty attitude.

Some American Indians were so im-
pressed with its fearlessness, a trait

admired by them, that they named him
"Little Chief." Early EngHsh settlers noted
its defiant, almost tyrannical attitude,

and tagged it with the name kingbird.

While it was probably unfair to compare
the kingbird to a human king, the

settlers had recently fled from uncom-
promising tyranny and undoubtedly
anything that had a semblance of a

nasty disposition was looked upon with
disdain. Even some of the early natur-
alists named it the tyrant flycatcher,

which ultimately led ornithologists to

name the whole family of flycatchers

"tyrannidae;" Tyrannus tyrannus is the

kingbird's Latin name.
The eastern kingbird and other mem-

bers of the flycatcher family all have
bold, fearless dispositions. However,
the kingbird was given a seemingly
greater portion of fearlessness. It will

chase and attack any bird of any size

that dares violate its air space or
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threatens its welfare. Hawks, owls,

vultures, crows and even eagles are fair

game for "Little Chief," and most of

them have a healthy respect for the

kingbird's unrelenting, harrassing pur-

suit. According to many naturalists,

only the peregrine falcon and ruby-
throated hummingbird—both of which
have similar dispositions— will not be

intimidated by the kingbird.

The eastern kingbird measures about
nine inches in length. Its upper parts are

basically dark, slaty-gray with a blackish

head and white breast and belly. It does
have a thin reddish crown which is not

very visible. White edges on its tail

feather tips appear as a band around the

outside edge of the tail.

With the coming of spring, they begin
arriving from their wintering grounds
in Central and South America. The
male performs a courtship flight in

which he flutters upward, sails, flutters

upward, then falls with wings and tail

spread, all in an effort to attract a

female. If two males are vying for the

same "lady," the flights are often spiced

with fights, some of which are terrific,

almost vicious battles.

Once paired off, the female seeks out

a nesting site within the male's

territory. They show a marked preference

for areas near water and often build

over water in low bushes or small trees.

Both parents play a role in feeding and
caring for the young. Their preference

for nesting sites over water was im-

pressed upon me one spring on Morris
Creek on the Chickahominy Wildlife

Management Area. The area supervisor,

Dave "Bubba" Brime, and I were filming

some sequences of crappie fishing. We

were fishing around a low, scrubby
cypress trunk and branches that hung
over the water. At first we did not

notice the pair of kingbirds above our
heads because they were unsually quiet.

Occasionally, one would dash out to

catch an insect, then return to eye us

suspiciously but calmly. Finally, one of

them chattered a mild warning from as

close to me as the end of my ultra-light

rod. One branch higher was their nest.

They did not appear to be afraid of us as

they sat, quiet and confident, just above
our heads. It was almost as if they were
daring us to get one iota closer!

The kingbird is usually noisy. On
spring and early summer evenings, when
insects begin to hatch or venture forth,

look for the kingbird sitting at the very
top of a tree or shrub in typical flycatcher

fashion. When an insect swarm is spot-

ted, the kingbird will fly up from its

perch, uttering a series of high, raspy,

chattering notes as it picks off insects in

flight. Afterwards, it coasts back to its

observation, perch. The kingbird will

occasionally feed on the ground, in

trees, and even off of the water. Moths,
beetles, mosquitos, flies, wasps and
bees and other flying insects are their

main foods but they will occasionally

feed on wild fruits and seeds.

The eastern kingbird is found over
most of lower Canada, coast to coast;

and almost all of the United States

excluding a portion in the west from
Arizona to Oregon. This area is inhabited

by the Cassin's kingbird and the western
kingbird which seldom, if ever, stray

east of the plains."Little Chief stays

with us through September before head-
ing for its winter home. D
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